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FOLLOW US Page 2 TRACK US TheO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Open the Mac App Store to buy and download applications. Every K-Drama lover is invited to join K-Drama Amino! Be the first to know about the upcoming major dramas, watch the latest episode of the hottest dramas that are currently airing, and more! You'll find incredible fan art, creative blog posts
like character analyses and news and news from top Korean actors!- discuss your thoughts on the hottest current dramas - READ news from upcoming releases and attendees updates-SPECIAL behind-the-scenes content delivered to you-SHARE amazing OSTs, scenes, characters, reviews of many other people who watch the same dramas-BEST drama
recommendations you according to your preferences February 10, 2018 version 1.8.35 Bug fixes and stability improvements In this app you will find people are welcoming and are friendly to other K-Drama fans. There are funny polls and challenging quizzes. I recommend this app if you love and want to read/talk about K-Dramas. It's an amazing app it's a
great way to stay updated with the latest dramas and what's going on and it's easy to 't really like the app. There are many useful posts. Developer Narvii Inc. has not provided Apple with details about its privacy practices and handling of the data. For more information, see the developer privacy policy. The developer must provide privacy details
when it submits an update to its next app. Go to the Mac App Store to purchase and download apps from the Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy. Watch all your favorite subtitled Asian dramas, movies and TV shows in Korea, mainland China, Taiwan, Japan and Thailand anytime, anywhere, with Rakuten Viki. Stream TV series and movies for free
or subscribe to Viki Pass a fantastic HD experience, completely ad-free. Our ever-growing collection of award-winning Kdramas, other Asian TV series, movies, various performances, music performances, and more, is sure to do something for everyone. With the Rakuten Vi mobile app, you can watch Asian entertainment at home and on your way out.
RAKUTEN VIKI OFFERS&gt; Subtitles: Access to thousands of subtitled Asian TV series and movies.&gt; Korean dramas:Watch Korea's most popular shows and Kdramas, including True Beauty, Hotel Del Luna, What's Wrong with Secretary Kim?, and The Story of Nine Tails. Enjoy an extensive library of timeless classic Korean TV series, which include all
your favorites, such as Boys Over Flowers, Heirs, Goblin and Descendants of Sun.&gt; Mainland Chinese Dramas: Stream mainland China's popular drama series, including Nirvana Fire, Go Go Squid!, Eternal Love, Princess Agents, Scarlet Heart and The Legend of Fuyao.&gt; Taiwanese Dramas: Watch Taiwan's newest TV series, including Attention,
Love!, HIStory, Before We Get Married, Refresh The Man, and Your Smile.&gt; Stream Japan's top dramas, including You're My Pet, Mischievous Kiss, Over Time With You and Hakuouki SSL.&gt; Movies: Stream all your favorite Asian movies, including Beauty Inside, Werewolf Boy, Man From Nowhere, Outlaws, Your Wedding Day, and more.&gt; Kpop:
Watch Korean top idol groups such as BTS, BLACKPINK, Twice, EXO, Monsta X, GOT7, and more, all your favorite Korean variety shows, Kdramas and prize shows.&gt; Volunteer Community: Help break down language barriers and spread the best Asian entertainment to fans around the world through subtitling contributions. Translate shows in over 150
languages and participate in our community of qualified supporters (QC) to get amazing perks and awards!&gt; Watch List: Create a personal list to record your favorite shows and watch later.&gt; Timed Comments: Communicate with other users, leaving a comment in the video at a certain point in time. &gt; Rate and Review: Join the discussion and rate
shows out 10. Get an overview to help other Wiki users decide whether they should watch the show or movie.&gt; Learn Mode: Use the feature media player to learn multiple languages, including Korean, Chinese and Japanese.&gt; KOCOWA: Access KOCOWA with Viki Pass Plus to watch Asian TV and movies on KBS, SBS and MBC.&gt; Legal Streaming:
Cellline legally licenses all its content. The availability of performances (including those listed above) may vary from country to country. Try Viki Pass for free in 7 days first! Check out plans questions, comments or suggestions? Reach-us at mobile@viki.comI learn how to be a qualified supporter (QC) at usage: Privacy Policy: December 19, 2020 version
6.15.2 – Bug fixes and improvements I'm addicted to this app with so many great shows! Definitely worth the money pass! If I may angels the last mission: love, to all the boys who loved me, W, when you slept and a dodgy partner, touch your heart, the liar and his lover and the Guardian: the lonely and great god has all the 10/10 suggestions to watch! I have a
lot of others, but these are some of my top picks. The app itself works perfectly for me I never have questions. I love that you can follow the actors out there and see all the shows these actors specifically have because there are some actors I love and it's easy for me to see all the dramas they have! This is one of my favorite features. Every show kang ki young
is usually fun he's a funny actress I watched him bring it to the ghost and I couldn't stop laughing he's usually supporting roles, but he's great! as my favorite main actors are Lee dong wook, yoo in na, lee jong suk, jung hae in, ahn jae hyun talking ahn jae hyun my love of the stars was good he was more role that one tho but still a good show! OH LEE hyun
woo liar and his lover so good! anyway sorry I know I'm rambled on if you read it all the way through you're champ thank haha OH developer smart I'd love to see this app xbox one so I can watch it there. I love Rakuten Kit. There's an almost overwhelming range of quality, East Asian dramas and movies are one at their disposal 24 hours a day, and the cost of
a subscription is more than worth the investment. However, I have 3 complaints: 1) Increasingly it seems like their servers are overloaded, resulting in a loss of connection or lag. 2) Not every Wiki application works the same way. Samsung, FireTV and Xbox apps differ in functionality, and one of them doesn't allow subtitle adjustment. 3) My worst complaint,
however, is that more and more volunteer translators are putting vulgar language where it has no place. I speak a small amount of Korean, but my Korean-American girlfriend possesses this language, and we both have to find frequent examples of curse words even though actors and actors aren't actually using epithets. Why are you doing this? These
obscene-mouthed volunteer translators transform a lot of healthy family-friendly performances into R-rated entertainment. Who wants to hear about the context of the F-bomb over and over again in a romantic comedy? I cannot discuss the reasoning behind it. Otherwise, I will enjoy the service and hope that it will continue to be available for a very long time. I
am a Wiki standard Pass member and I really enjoy using apps, but there are a lot of mistakes as well. I'm canceling it at the end of the year. First, I start by saying I have had many questions about my ads, even though I pay for a Wiki standard pass. I opened the tickets, but it's going to take so long to fix it. The choice of dramas is not great as well. There
have been a number of new dramas out recently, but Viki has only a few of them. There are also many design flaws within the app. The recently viewed section shows each episode of individually dramas recently watched. Instead of listing the name of the drama. It makes it difficult to pick up where you left off when you finished the episode last time. You have
to click on your last episode then skip the episode. Or if I'm watching multiple dramas, then I have to show out recently watched all the way to other drama. I'm addicted to watching 10 episodes a day, so I have to scroll down to find other drama. The home where they are the top picks for you will not feel if you have already finished the drama. The suggestions
are dramas that I've already watched, rendering this page useless to me. If there are no improvements in the app, I will cancel when my 1-year membership is up. Thanks for the feedback. If you are Viki Pass subscriber and you still see ads please contact us here: bit.ly/VikiHelp. When it comes to content availability, the Wiki Team is always working to make
more shows available on Wiki, and your suggestions help us decide which content to license. If the show or movie you want to see is not available on Wiki yet, apply for it here: In terms of review history and recommendations, yes we take this feedback very seriously and we are looking to improve this experience this year to help fans like themselves just
watch content. Thank you for your honest comments and support. Developer ViKi Inc. noted that the app's privacy practices may include addressing the data described below. For more information, see the developer privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you in apps and websites owned by other companies: Purchases Contact Information
Identifiers Usage Data Your Identity May collect and link to the following information: Purchases Contact Information User Content Search History Identifiers Usage Data Diagnostics privacy practices may vary, for example, depending on the features used or your age. Learn more about developer website app support privacy policy
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